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In 1497 the explorer John Cabot was authorised by the English King Henry VII to ‘subdue,
occupy, and possess’ any land he discovered.1 In 1578 the last monarch of the Tudor dynasty,
Elizabeth I of England, granted a patent to an ambitious explorer, Humphrey Gilbert, for
overseas exploration. Gilbert, in his second attempt ten years after the granting of the patent,
reached the harbour of Newfoundland, which he formally claimed for England. The centuries
that followed Gilbert’s discovery saw the development of the largest empire in territorial and
population terms in human history. The standard periodisation of the British Empire divides its
history into two periods. The first period starts with the claiming of Newfoundland and lasts
until the American Revolution. The second begins in the nineteenth century and continues until
the official end of the empire a century later. For over three centuries the British ruled the seas,
covering two fifths of the global territory and more than 450 million people during the heyday
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of British imperialism, from 1870 to 1914. The empire reached its peak in the late nineteenth
century during Queen Victoria’s reign and ceased to exist shortly after the Second World War
with the massive wave of decolonisation.
Since the fifteenth century, the British Empire had been expanding by assembling a
vast variety of territories. It is only relatively recently that historical narratives of the British
Empire attempted to give a comprehensive account of imperialism. 2 Today Britain’s imperial
history is being illustrated by a variety of works that are trying to shed light on dark aspects of
the empire. To the oft-quoted maxim used to refer to the British Empire, ‘the sun never sets on
the Empire’, which stresses its extensive global imperial possessions, another came to be added
and complemented it. This was the ‘blood never dried’3 phrase first coined by the labour
movement leader, Ernst Jones, which gave a fairer account of the empire and its practices.
The debates around which the contemporary historical accounts of the British Empire
evolve mainly relate to the demarcation of the periods defining the first and the second British
Empire, her extent, her motivation and driving force, the reasons for her decline and her legacy.
However, probably the most controversial of the debates has been developed around the
essence and the effects of imperialism.
The British Empire was the largest formal empire in world history, covering in its
heyday over a quarter of the global population and territory. However, there is a growing
consensus among historians that British imperialist influence was exerted not only on the
territories shown in red on the world map but also on territories beyond formal imperial
borders, such as Latin America, the Middle East and China.4
While it is easier for historians to reach a consensus on the demarcation of the formal
British Empire, there still remains much controversy regarding British imperialism. British
imperialism is an even more elusive and controversial term than the British Empire.
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The motivation behind the reasons for expanding or not expanding the empire could be
insightful in terms of understanding the policies applied to the formally and informally ruled
territories of the empire. The strategic imperatives of and competition between the European
powers had been identified as the primary driving forces for the British imperial expansion
during the Victorian era.5 When the empire was at the peak of its power, Halford Mackinder
set out its twofold meaning for Britain. On the one hand, the federation of British
commonwealths and, on the other, the maintenance of the British rule of foreign lands.
Mackinder also underlined the economic benefits of the imperial assets. This financial aspect
was essential to help fund the maintenance of a strong naval power.6
Accounts from John A. Hobson, Vladimir Lenin, and Rosa Luxemburg illustrate the
economic factors that led to imperialism being portrayed purely as a product of capitalism. All
of these scholars consider imperialism in terms of capitalistic development. They all view
imperialism as characteristic of a certain aspect and phase of the capitalistic system. Their
explanation of imperialism refers only to economic analysis. According to Marxist and
Marxian scholars, imperialism as a political phenomenon should be understood as a direct
reflection of economic forces. Within the same realm, liberal scholars such as Hobson adopt
an economic explanation of imperialism, though they stress the maladjustments in the capitalist
system at a global level.
It is important to consider the commercial and financial foundations of imperialism in
order to sketch the motives for building the Empire. Economic historians Peter Cain and
Antony Hopkins suggest that the main drive behind the imperial expansion was not geopolitical
but financial.7 Cain and Hopkins, coining the term and the concept of ‘gentlemanly capitalism’,
stress the significance of the financial sector of the British economy and state that it was the
principal motive driving imperialism.
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Contrary to these economic analyses, Joseph A. Schumpeter’s work aims to offer a
historical and sociological analysis. His social analysis emphasises imperialist agents, or, as he
prefers to call them, the ‘warrior class’. He attempts to connect ancient imperial expansions’
to the atavism of the imperialism of modern capitalist civilisation.8 Schumpeter defines
imperialism as the object-less disposition on the part of a state to carry out unlimited forcible
expansion, by force and without assigned limits.9 He disagrees with Lenin’s view, because
imperialism existed in the pre-capitalist era. In Schumpeter’s theorisation of imperialism, all
political units in history share the aspiration of territorial expansion. However, Schumpeter’s
view is problematic because he attributes imperialism to irrational elites. His argument runs in
parallel with that of optimistic liberal scholars who see economic interdependence, trade and
globalisation as leading to a Kantian perceptual peace. However, Schumpeter’s view of
imperialism focuses only on military expansion and omits economic expansion. This omission
has been critiqued by Marxist and Marxian scholars. Scholars such as Giovanni Arrighi and
Immanuel Wallerstein, who are researching dependency theory and world-system theory, stress
the significance of economic imperialism.10
The realist scholar of international relations Hans Morgenthau considers that
imperialism and imperialistic ambitions are indiscriminately applied by one country via its
foreign policy, regardless of its actual character, to anything happening in another country with
which it disagrees.11 Basing his conceptualisation on the balance-of-power notion, Morgenthau
defines imperialism as a national foreign policy that aims to acquire more power by reversing
the status quo.
Edward Said defines the term imperialism as ‘the practice, the theory, and the attitudes
of a dominating metropolitan center ruling a distant territory’. However, Said makes a sharp
distinction between imperialism and colonialism.12 He understands colonialism as a
consequence of imperialism, that is, the implanting of settlements on distant territory. He
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highlights that even when colonialism has officially ended, imperialism has remained by being
present in the general cultural spheres of a country and several political, ideological, economic
and social practices.13
Michael Doyle, a prominent scholar of imperialism, considers empire as ‘a relationship,
formal or informal, in which one state controls the effective political sovereignty of another
political society’.14 Doyle argues that an empire can be achieved by ‘force, by political
collaboration, by economic, social, or cultural dependence’.15 For Doyle, imperialism is simply
the ‘process or policy of establishing or maintaining an empire’.16
Theorising imperialism and empire has traditionally evolved through a Eurocentric
understanding of world history.17 The historian Ronald Robinson was probably the first to
highlight this bias in the historiography of the British Empire. Robinson’s ‘excentric’ or
collaborative theory of imperialism challenges Eurocentric theories of imperialism and
suggests that the determinant factor of the incidence, the form, the rise and the fall of
imperialism has been indigenous collaboration and resistance.18 For Robinson, the formal
acquisition of territories was the result of local factors and the interactions between indigenous
elites and European communities. Robinson’s theory of collaboration on the periphery
highlights the argument that the peripheral problems were the cause of imperial expansion. For
Robinson, they are the sine qua non for the establishment of the formal empire. For example,
British rule established a colony in India, where there were collaborators, while the British
retained an informal empire in China and Japan, where there were no collaborators. Robinson
highlights another important dimension, which is that when the collaborating ruling elite
chooses resistance, a counter-elite opts out of collaboration.19 The collaboration mechanism
has two levels. At the first level, there is an arrangement between the agents of industrial
society and indigenous elites. At the second level, there is a collaboration between indigenous
elites and the rigidities of local interests and institutions.20
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The interplay between resistance and collaboration could be an explanatory dimension
for the strategy that the British Empire adopted across its diverse territories. The British Empire
was not rigid and her rule was readily capable of adapting to local dynamics and developments.
The indigenous collaboration and resistance were constantly shaping and reshaping British
colonial policies.

Principles and methods of administration
It is often believed that despite the immense diversity of territories and populations, remarkably
consistent methods of administration were followed by European empires, with the French
Empire applying a direct rule and the British Empire an indirect rule.21 This over-simplistic
distinction certainly blurs the real dimensions and special characteristics that the model of
administration had in relation to the extensive territories of the British Empire over a period of
five centuries.
We can mark three phases of imperial rule according to the method of administration
used. In the first phase, between the seventeenth century and the mid eighteenth century, the
British conquered the New World and to a large extent its domination followed the direct rule
model. The direct rule usually took the form of either a settler colony or a plantation colony.
In the former, a significant number of Europeans were settled in the new colony and Britishstyle administrative institutions were established. In the latter, the established coercive
plantation22 system required a slave trade and resulted in institutionally enforced inequalities.
During the second phase, from 1750 to 1850, the British Empire expanded its territories
into Asia and Australasia. In Australia (1788) and New Zealand (1841) a settler model of
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administration was established, while the coercive plantation system was applied in several
colonies, the Bahamas (1717), Belize (1786), Mauritius (1810), Guyana (1814) and Trinidad
and Tobago (1797). In South Africa, the British established a settler colony that initially
controlled the Cape with a direct rule but later the colony was organised using an indirect rule
form. The largest anti-imperial uprising that took place in India in 1857 is considered as a
turning point in terms of the strategy and policy applied by the imperial rule. In the aftermath
of the 1857 Indian Rebellion, the British Raj was established. The British, by declaring a policy
of non-interference into Indian culture and tradition, proclaimed an indirectly ruled model of
imperialism. The ruling system applied to the ‘jewel in the crown of the British Empire’ took
the form of an indirect ruling system of domination in order to prevent further confrontations.
During the third and last phase, from the mid nineteenth century onwards, the British
Empire spread its influence and possessions into Africa, the Middle East and the Pacific Ocean.
In the aftermath of the ‘scramble for Africa’ indirect rule was established in Botswana
(Bechuanaland Protectorate 1885), Gambia (1816), Ghana (Gold Coast 1821), Kenya (East
Africa Protectorate 1895), Malawi (British Central Africa Protectorate 1889), Nigeria (1900),
Sierra Leone (1896), Sudan (1899), Swaziland (1903), Tanzania (1919), Uganda (1894),
Zambia (Northern Rhodesia 1890) and Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia 1890).
The indirect rule of the British Empire is often romanticised by nostalgic accounts of
the empire.23 It was based on the principle of maximising the appropriation of resources.
Although indirect rule was the hallmark of British imperialism, it was applied owing to
necessity rather than any notion of liberal intentions.24 The global overextension of the British
Empire and the consequent opposition of indigenous national movements necessitated the
adoption of a less expensive and confrontational form of domination that would be based on
indigenous collaboration.25 It was impossible to create and maintain a rule in the form of the
plantation or the settlement model in all of the imperial possessions. Therefore, the imperial
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strategy eventually evolved to take the form of an indirect rule in which imperial domination
was dependent on collaboration with the indigenous intermediaries.26 In relation to indirectly
ruled colonies, the British ruled by incorporating existing indigenous political structures
established by only a small number of British colonial administrators at the top of the
administrative hierarchical structure.
The territories of the empire were shielded by the world’s largest army.27 However, the
bulk of workforce in the military forces and the colonial services was consisted of local
indigenous people.28 A hierarchical bureaucracy was administering the empire, but the cost of
this administration was mainly paid for from the taxation of the indigenous populations.29

Divide et impera
The Earl of Cromer suggested in 1910 that the problem British Empire would face in the future
was the extent to which ‘some 350 millions of Britons subjects, who are aliens to us in race,
religion, language, manners, and customs, are to govern themselves, or are to be governed by
us’.30 During the late Victorian period when there were many imperial scholars, an increasing
number of those studying the British Empire were drawing an analogy between British
imperialism and Roman imperialism. For the Earl of Cromer, the driving force that motivated
both empires was the same: ‘the imperious and irresistible necessity of acquiring defensible
frontiers’.31 The methods of imperialism used in ancient and modern types of empires were
very similar. Their undaunted audacity was largely aided by auxiliaries drawn from the
conquered territories.32
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British rule was certainly to a large extent based upon dividing the local population.
Therefore, the empire de facto benefited from the hostile and rivalrous relations between two
communities. The important question here is whether it set up a divisive mechanism through
which any inter-communal problems would be exploited or an advantage was gained by simply
being a tertius gaudens. Tertius gaudens literally means a rejoicing third that is, a party that
benefits from a conflict between two other parties.
The ‘divide and rule’ strategy has been described as an essential feature of imperial
policies.33 British rulers adopted the ‘divide and rule’ policy allied to territorial separation
through segregation and partition.34 The imperial governments divided populations into distinct
groups on the basis of linguistics, religion, ethnicity and race.35
The ‘divide and rule’ axiom has often been applied elusively and incorrectly in various
policies and strategies. Nevertheless, the oft-quoted maxim of ‘divide et impera’ is a
placeholder for a ‘complex of ideas related by a family resemblance, but differing in the details,
mechanism and implications’.36 Posner suggests that the ‘divide et impera’ mechanism should
have two conditions. The first one should be the inclusion of a unitary actor that bargains with
or competes against a set of multiple actors. The second should be that the unitary actor follows
an intentional strategy of exploiting problems of coordination or collective action among the
multiple actors.37
Here we shall define ‘divide and rule’ as the mechanism in which the main feature is
that a single actor exploits coordination problems among a group by making discriminatory
offers or discriminatory threats.38 The relations between the British government and the main
native communities were invariably asymmetric.
The eminent German sociologist Georg Simmel39, who discusses the diverse forms of
social interaction, pioneered the study of triads, a group of three entities.40 In the combination
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of three elements characterised by an existing or emerging conflict between two, from which
the third drew its advantage, the third party would have acted either as a tertius gaudens or as
an imperialist.41 The advantage that the third party gains is only the result of the actions of the
two conflicting parties.42
In the ‘divide and rule’ combination of Simmel’s Triad, ‘the third element intentionally
produces the conflict in order to gain a dominating position’.43 In this formation, the two parties
are initially united or mutually dependent in regard to a third.44 The third party is also aware of
how to distract the forces combined against it into action against each another. The outcome of
a ‘divide and rule’ stance of the third party is that the ‘two either keep each other balanced so
that he, who is not interfered with by either, can pursue his advantages; or that they so weaken
one another that neither of them stand up against his superiority’.45 This second type of triadic
social formation existed in the vast majority of indirectly ruled colonies. The British
government deliberately set up a ‘divide and rule’ structure in order to take advantage of the
existing and emerging hostilities between the communities of the native population. The
collaboration of the local native elites gave another dimension to the ‘divide and rule’ policies
– a horizontal one. Therefore, the ‘divide and rule’ policy can be applied in two different ways.
The first is where the foreign ruler divides the local population vertically, separating it into
distinct communities, usually along religious, racial or linguistic lines. The second has a
horizontal dimension because it occurs when the foreign rule divides the whole population or
one community along class lines, thus separating the elites from the masses. The foreign ruler
often divides a community or the whole population into a collaborating ruling elite and a
resisting mass. The two different methods usually operate in complementary manner. Hence,
the ‘divide and rule’ policy can operate both in a vertical way and in a horizontal way.
The Machiavellian method of ‘dividing and ruling’ the population through fostering
hostility among the members of different ethnic, racial or religious communities was used in
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the vast majority of the British territories. However, the British Empire was not a monolithic
entity and its grand strategy has always followed the fundamental principle of adaptability.
According to the Chinese pioneer strategist Sun Tzu, a vital principle for a successful strategy
is its adaptability to the relevant circumstances.46 Sun Tzu considers the art of studying
circumstances as the most crucial element in terms of the final outcome. The variety of possible
circumstances is infinite and the methods always have to be regulated by the consideration of
these circumstances. As we analysed in depth above, the British were constantly adjusting their
methods to fit with new conditions. It was part of reading new circumstances. They availed
themselves of the opportunities that new circumstances provided.

Path dependence
In the aftermath of the Second World War, the massive wave of decolonisation meant that there
was a new political map, and the majority of newly independent states soon found themselves
in political and economic turmoil. The close ties of the former imperial territories with London
were not fully broken after they were granted the status of separate sovereign states.47 The
counter-insurgency wars of the British Empire against national liberation movements included
brutal suppression of uprisings, with the Mau Mau case standing as the worst example of
savagely violent campaigns. The notorious case of ‘migrated archives’ record series is
indicative of British attempts to conceal imperial atrocities.48
The imperial heritage of community-based territorial separation is continuing to have
an impact on post-colonial conflicts that were triggered by centralisation policies.49 Ongoing
political conflicts in the empire’s former territories derive from British separation policies. One
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of the significant political legacies of imperialism was the politicisation of cultural differences,
which was achieved by turning them into the bases of discrimination.50
Development theories have mainly been divided into two approaches: modernisation
and dependency. In the modernisation approach, the main emphasis is on the positive role of
empires in securing peace and external defence policies51 and encouraging international trade
and the movement of capital.52 Often this approach is preferred by apologists for the empire,
who consider that British imperialism was a necessary evil that allowed free trade. These
accounts indicate that free trade might have been mutually beneficial for both parties but that
its gains were asymmetrical. They therefore tend to view the gains of free trade as a positivesum game and not a zero-sum game. However, an increasing number of scholars who support
a structural dependency approach are currently researching to trace the imperial roots of today’s
uneven global development. Dependency theorists have attempted to trace the negative effects
of imperial rule on development that has been caused by the excessive exploitation of colonies,
the draining of resources or the emergence of a ‘dependency’ tie.53
The varied experiences of imperial rule have had a long-term impact on economic
development.54 Lange argues that the states that experienced direct British rule have developed
more successfully than those that were ruled indirectly. Many scholars have praised the positive
impact of plantations, such as the opening up of land, the injection of productive and social
overhead capital leading to more output and income, the introduction of new technology and
the demonstration of new methods of production and modes of consumption to those whom
the British Empire considered peasants. However, there are inherent factors in the plantation
system that have been an impediment to development and that contribute to the persistence of
underdevelopment. According to Beckford, the plantations brought a transformation from a
condition of ‘undevelopment’ to the one of underdevelopment.55 At the same realm, Nicos
Poulantzas emphasises the role of imperialism in the rise of the "comprador" bourgeoisie in the
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postcolonial states. According to Poulantzas, the interests of this comprador bourgeoisie have
been "constitutively" linked to foreign imperialist capital.56

Conclusion
This paper has presented theoretical reasons and some empirical evidence to suggest that the
‘divide and rule’ strategy that has been an essential feature of imperial policies has not only
divided territories and populations along racial, religious and linguistic lines but has also
divided communities into a collaborating ruling elite and a resisting mass. By shifting the axis
of analysis, this paper has argued that the classic ‘divide and rule’ policy was implemented in
a horizontal and vertical dimension simultaneously. Theorising Georg Simmel’s classic triadic
configurations, this paper has explored whether in the British imperial strategy a divisive
mechanism was set up in which inter-communal problems would be exploited or an advantage
would be gained simply by being a tertius gaudens, that is, that the benefits would only be the
result of the actions of the two conflicting parties. This paper argues that the British Empire
deliberately set up a ‘divide and rule’ structure in order to take advantage of existing or
emerging hostilities between the communities of the native population. In this structure the
local elites played the most consequential role as their collaboration or resistance was
constantly shaping and reshaping imperial policies. Hence, while the British imperial rule
recurrently adopted the vertical ‘divide and rule’ policy that promoted territorial separation
through segregation and partition by dividing populations into distinct groups on the basis of
linguistics, religion, ethnicity and race, the collaboration of local native elites gave another
dimension to the ‘divide and rule’ policies – a horizontal one. Therefore, the ‘divide and rule’
policy can be applied in two different ways. The first is where the foreign ruler divides the
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local population vertically, separating it into distinct communities, usually along religious,
racial or linguistic lines. The second has a horizontal dimension because it occurs when the
foreign rule divides the whole population or a community along class lines, thus separating the
elites from the masses. These two ways usually operated in a complementary fashion. By
examining this little-covered dimension of imperialism, this paper has aimed to increase the
understanding of the background to some of today’s most intractable issues.
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